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A context-free grammar is said to be NTS if the set of sentential forms it generates is 
unchanged when the rules are used both ways. We prove here that such grammars generate 
deterministic languages which are finite unions of congruence classes. Moreover, we show that 
this family of languages is closed under reversal and intersection with regular sets. A 
forthcoming paper will prove that, for this class, the equivalence problem is decidable. 
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This paper is devoted to the presentation of a new family of deterministic con- 
text-free languages. This family is defined through a grammatical device rather than 
through a mechanical one: it is the family of languages which can be generated by a 
grammar in which using the rules “backwards” does not change the set of sentential 
forms. We prove here some preliminary results on this family that we call the family 
of NTS languages (standing for meeting the non-terminal separation property). 
Most of the results proved here appeared in [4] without any proofs. Essentially, 
this paper is an introduction to a forthcoming paper showing that the family of 
NTS languages has an equivalence problem which is decidable [ 14 3. 
The motivations for introducing this new class of languages, besides the above 
announced result, are threefold: 
1. Several parsing techniques use a mixed strategy involving simultaneously 
top-down and bottom-up analysis [l]. This yields a simultaneous use of 
derivations and reductions, that is, of rewriting a variable in a word (top-down) as 
well as of rewriting a word in a variable (bottom-up). It is then natural to mix 
these two processes to generate words from a context-free grammar. 
2. Among the various ways of defining an infinite language through a finite 
device, the finitely generated congruences appear as very powerful and often useful 
[3, 5-J. However, it is well known that such a definition cannot be easily related to 
the usual grammar and machine definitions. Some attempts have been made to 
specialize the congruence in such a way that the classes have to be context-free 
[3, $81. We shall here do the converse: we specialize the grammar so that the 
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3. The third point of view is the one which gave rise to the idea of our 
definition. Several problems about semantics and program transformations are han- 
dled through the theory of program schemes (which are special context-free tree 
grammars). In this area, it is very common to use the program definition both 
ways: either you replace a procedure call by its body (derivation) or you happen to 
notice a particular instance of a procedure body, and you replace it by the 
procedure name (reduction). This both-ways process is intensively used in the 
automatic system of program transformation of [6]. It is known to yield correct 
transformations under minor assumptions [lo]. We just propose to proceed in the 
same way with words. 
This paper is divided into two parts. The first one gives the definitions and some 
simple examples. The second one presents our results. The two most important ones 
are: any NTS language is congruential (Proposition 1) and deterministic 
(Proposition 2). These two results are completed by some closure properties of the 
family of NTS languages. This second section is ended by some open problems. 
I. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
We consider a context-free grammar as a triple G = (X, V, P), where X is the 
terminal alphabet, V the non-terminal one (Xn V= 0) and P the set of rules. As 
usual, the direct derivation is denoted by + and the derivation, which is its 
reflexive and transitive closure, by 5. Given a set of axioms A, which is a subset of 
(Xv V)*, we denote by L(G, A) the set of words over X generated by G with A as 
axioms: 
L(G,A)= {j&Y* I~uEA a~f}. 
The set of sentential forms (words over Xv V) generated by G with A as axioms, 
will be denoted by z(G, A): 
It is clear that L(G, A) =L(G, A)nX*. It is well known that, whenever A is finite 
(or even context-free), L(G, A) is context-free. 
We call direct reduction (resp. reduction) the reverse relation of the direct 
derivation (resp. derivation). So, f reduces to g, in terms f t* g, iff f can be derived 
from g in G, in terms g%,f: Given a subset A of (Xu V)*, we define the set of reduc- 
tions of A by G as 
A(G, A)= {~E(XU v)* 1 ~UEA u 2s). 
It should be remarked that R(G, A) = &G, A) A X* is nothing other than A n X*: 
any reduction replaces a word by a single variable. Obviously, f is in L(G, u) iff v is 
in &G, f). 
m/31/3-3 
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We then define the relation CI as the union of the direct derivation and of the 
direct reduction. We denote by 4% the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation 
++. This new relation is nothing else than the congruence over (Xu V) generated by 
the set P of the rules of G. Naturally, we define 
LR(G, A)= {fd* l3a~A a&f} 
L/\R(G,A)= {fe(Xu I’)* Iila~A a&f}. 
Once again, we have LR(G, A) =&G, A) n X*. Clearly, L/\R(G, A) always con- 
tains E(G, A). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X= {a, b}, V= {S) and P consist of the three rules 
S-,aSb S+aS S-rab. 
Clearly, L( G, S) = { anbm 1 n >, m 2 1) 
~(G,S)=(a”Sb”)n>m>0}u{a”b”~n~m>1}. 
If we define A = a + b, we get 
&G, A)=a+bua*S 
(as SE ff(G, A), note that A n L(G, S) is not empty). Now, &G, S) can be easily 
proved to be a*Sb* u a+b +. So that LR(G, S) = a+b +. For instance, we have 
S + aSb + aaSbb c aSbb t Sbb + abbb showing that abbb is in LR(G, S). This 
example shows that LR(G, S) may contain strictly L(G, S). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X= {a, b}, V= {S}, and P consist of the three rules 
S-+SS S+a S + b. 
Clearly L( G, S) = X+ and 2( G, S) = (X u V) + . It then follows necessarily that 
LR(G, S) = L(G, S) and that L?(G, S) = t(G, S). This example shows that it may 
happen that L2( G, S) and E(G, S) coincide. 
We now can state our definition: 
DEFINITION 1. A context-free grammar G = (X, V, P) meets the non-terminal 
separation property (abbreviated in G is NTS) iff for any variable u in V, 
L$(G, u) = 2(G, u). A context-free language is NTS iff there exists an NTS grammar 
and a subset V, of variables such that L = L(G, V,). 
The name NTS has been chosen because of the following: in any NTS grammar, 
we may assume that any two distinct variables generate two distinct languages, so 
that the various L(G, u) are separated from each other. This remark can be easily 
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proved. Suppose that in an NTS grammar G, a word f can be derived from the 
variables vi and v2. We then get that u1 a v2 and, as G is NTS, we have vi s v2 
and v2 % o1 in G. This ensures that we may set vi = v2 without changing any 
generated languages. 
The above definition of an NTS grammar is easily proved to be equivalent to the 
following property (which is used to prove a grammar is NTS): 
PROPERTY 1. A context-free grammar G = (X, V, P) is NTS iff for all variables 
017 v2, and words a, U, b over (Xu V) such that v1 s sub and v2 % U, we have 
vl f av,b. 
Example 2 above gives an example of an NTS grammar; Example 1 of a gram- 
mar which is not NTS. The following example shows an NTS grammar generating 
a non-regular set: 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X= {a, b}, V= {S}, and P consist of the two rules 
S-taSb S-tab. 
We know that L(G, S) = {db” 1 n > 11. Now, clearly, G satisfies Property 1 so that 
G is NTS. It follows that (a”b” 1 n 2 1 } is an NTS language. 
The reader interested in what can be done with both-ways derivations from any 
context-free grammar, is referred to [4]. We shall restrict ourselves here to those 
grammars for which both-ways derivations do not add anything to the set of words 
obtainable by the usual process. 
II. RESULTS 
A language is congruential if it is a finite union of congruence classes for a finitely 
generated congruence. 
PROPOSITION 1. An NTS language is congruential. 
Proof Given an NTS grammar G = (X, V, P), we shall prove that each 
language L(G, v) generated by each variable v in V is a congruence class for a 
finitely generated congruence over X associated to G. The result will follow 
immediately: an NTS language is the union of such languages; so, it is a finite 
union of classes of the congruence associated to G. 
To each variable v of V, we associate a finite set El(v) of words over X, called 
here the set of elementary words: f e El(v) iff 
(1) v generates f
(2) There exists a derivation tree producing f with v as a root which does not 
contain twice the same variable on a path. 
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Condition (1) ensures that El(u) is contained in L(G, u). Condition (2) ensures that 
El(u) is finite. 
To each variable u of k’, we associate now a larger finite set of words Nel(u), 
called here the set of nearly elementary words: it is obtained by substituting in the 
right members of the rules of G to each variable the corresponding set of elemen- 
tary words. So, f E Nel(u) iff there exists a rule u --t uOul u1 oz.. . uk _ 1 ukuk and words 
f, E El(u,), f2 E El(u,) ,..., fk E El(u,) such that 
f=Uofiulf2...Uk-IfkUk (where Ui E X* and vi E V). 
It should be remarked that f~Nel(u) implies that ~EL(G, u). Clearly, Nel(u) is 
finite and contains El(u). We then define the congruence over X associated to G. It 
is the congruence - generated by the finite set of definition rules 
f-s iff 3u E I/ such that f, g E Nel(u). 
We now prove that L( G, u) is a congruence class for -. More precisely, g E L(G, u) 
iff there exists a word f in Nel(u) such that g-f (or, equivalently, [f ] _ = L(G, u)): 
(a) Proving that L(G, u) is contained in [f] _ is immediate. It is enough to 
see that if m + p is a one-step derivation in G; we can, using the substitution u 
becomes El(u), get two words M and P over X such that one goes from M to P 
using one defining rule of the congruence -. A simple induction proof is then 
possible to get the first inclusion. Note that for this one, we do not need the gram- 
mar to be NTS. 
(b) Proving conversely that [f] _ is included in L(G, u) can be done as 
follows: Let g be a word in [f ] _ . If we go from f to g without using any defining 
rule of N, then f = g and we already remarked that f~ L(G, u) when S is in Nel(u). 
Suppose now that the result is proved for words g obtained from f by using at most 
k defining rules of -, and consider g obtained from f by (k + 1) rules. We then get 
a word g, such that 
- g, is obtained from f using k defining rules of -, 
- g is obtained from g, using one defining rule of - . 
Then, g, E L(G, u) by induction hypothesis. On the other hand, g, = g’u, g” and 
g = g’ug” with ( U, , U) a delinition rule of -. This implies that there exists a variable 
w in V such that w s u and w 5 u1 (because u and u1 are in Nel(w) for some w in 
V). As u s g, = g’u1 g”, we have u 5 g’wg” because G is NTS. So, we get too 
u r, g’ug” = g. 




Then, El( 7’) = {cd} and El(S) = {ab, UC&}; similarly, Nel( T) = {ccdd, cd} and 
Nel(S) = {uubb, aucdbb, ucdb, ub}. Then, as G is NTS, we have [cd] _ = L(G, T) 
and [ub] _ = L(G, S), where N is the congruence generated by 
cd- ccdd 
ub-ucdb-uubb-uucdbb. 
PROPOSITION 2. An NTS language is deterministic. 
ProoJ: We may assume first that the NTS grammar is proper, that is, that it 
does not contain any rule u --) 1 or u --f u’; the usual constructions for achieving this 
normal form do not alter the NTS property. 
The result is then rather obvious; we may use any deterministic bottom-up pars- 
ing method in an NTS grammar. So, we shall just sketch out the proof of the 
proposition. 
Given an NTS grammar G = (X, V, P), we build a pushdown machine with 
- a pushdown alphabet which is Xu V plus an extra symbol # used as start 
symbol 
- a set of states simulated by a buffer containing a word over (Xu V) the 
length of which is at most the maximum size of a right member of a rule of G. 
The idea is to perform the reductions in the buffer as soon as they are possible. 
(A reduction is there again the use of a rule backwards.) The machine works as 
follows: 
- When the buffer is tilled, or when the topmost symbol of the pushdown 
store is #, the machine reads an input symbol. The input symbol is added at the 
right end of the word already in the buffer. The leftmost symbol of the buffer is 
pushed in the pushdown store if necessary to avoid having the buffer contain too 
long a word. Then either a reduction is possible or not. If not, we proceed as above: 
read a new input symbol. 
- If a reduction is possible, then it involves the last symbol of the buffer. 
Using an s-move, the leftmost reducible right factor of the buffer is reduced to a 
variable, giving rise to a new shorter word in the buffer. This process goes on until 
the buffer contains an irreducible word. It then stops with a buffer which may not 
be filled. 
- When the buffer is not filled and is irreducible, we use again s-moves to fill 
it by adding to its left end the topmost symbol of the pushdown store, provided 
that this symbol is not #. We then go on like this until we get a buffer which is 
either reducible of filled. In case # appear on the top of the pushdown before any 
such a situation appears, we work as if the buffer were tilled. In any case, we go 
back to the described mechanism according to the reached situation (buffer tilled or 
reducible). It is easy to prove that 
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(1) When having read a word A the pushdown word concatened with the 
buffer is an irreducible word equivalent to #f: 
(2) All the words in the pushdown store are irreducible. 
(3) The machine is deterministic. 
Then, clearly, f~ L(G, u) iff the machine reads f and ends with u in the buffer and 
# in the pushdown store. (A complete formal proof of this result can be found in 
C131.J 
Remark. The described deterministic pda is not real time. This has to be so. 
There do exist NTS languages that are not real-time deterministic. Such an example 
is L = {LZ”C~X#‘%” 1m, n > 1 } u {ancmydPbn ) n, m, p > 1 }. Note that neither L nor 
z, its reversal, are real-time deterministic. 
This remark shows that the decidability of the equivalence problem for NTS 
languages cannot be considered as a special case of the result on real-time deter- 
ministic pda’s [ 123. 
COROLLARY. Zf L is NTS, then L and z are deterministic. 
Proof. If L is NTS, so is z. 
Our last proposition enables us to show that a context-free language may be con- 
gruential and not NTS: there exist congruential context-free languages which are 
not deterministic. That is the case for the class of dxf in the congruence generated 
by 
dxf - daybf - dazbbf 
ayb - aaybb azbb N aazbbbb 
ay-ya by-9 az-za bz-zb 
where C&f I-= {&flu {glygz I 3n, gl, g2=anbn}u {gla21W g1g2=anb2"}. 
Clearly, [dxf] _ is not deterministic, hence not NTS. It can even happen that a 
language L and its reversal are deterministic and congruential but not NTS. Such 
an example is 
L={aPbqa’bsa’Ip,q,r,S,t~l andp+r+t>q+s) 
which is the class of ababa in the congruence generated by 
ababa - ababaa ab - aabb ba - bbaa. 
Proving that L is not NTS is easy (see [ 133): using Ogden’s lemma on ubdub, you 
prove that, in any grammar generating L there does exist a variable generating an 
infinite subset of a + u aba + u a + ba; you could then replace a (central) sequence a4 
by a shorter one, giving rise to a word not in L. Given a semi-Thue system 
generating a congruence, it is said to be confluent if for any wordsf, g, g’ such that 
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f % g and f % g’, there exists a word h such that g ir, h and g’ % h. A congruence 
is confluent if it can be generated by a finite confluent semi-Thue system. It should 
be noted, in the above examples, that the congruences are not confluent. So, these 
examples leave open the 
Question. Is it true that any context-free class of a confluent congruence is 
NTS? 
Whatever the answer to this question is, the main classes of context-free 
languages known to be congruential turn out to be classes of NTS languages: 
PROPOSITION 3. The following families are families of NTS languages: 
- Regular languages 
- Parenthesis languages 
- Very simple languages 
- Dyck sets. 
We shall not formally prove this proposition, but rather indicate what are the 
needed grammars to completely establish these results: 
1. Regular sets are NTS languages. It is well known that a set is regular iff its 
syntactic monoid M is finite [ 11. The elements of this monoid are variables of the 
grammar that we build below. If we have three elements m, m,, m2 in M such that 
m = m, m2, we put in G the rule m + m, m2 so that G contains all the multiplication 
table of M. We complete G with terminal rules m + x if x is a terminal letter whose 
syntactic class is m. Similarly, we set e -+ 1, where e is the neutral element of M (or, 
equivalentely, the class of the empty word 1). We then easily show that m generates 
f iff f has m as a syntactical class, so that G can be used to generate the given 
regular set. We easily show too that any product mIm2 .. . mk = m satisfies 
m 5 m,m2 ... mk in G. This immediately implies that G is an NTS grammar. 
It should be remarked that this grammar is not right linear. This has to be so: 
whenever a regular set K contains two words f and g such that fg is in K, we must 
have in an NTS grammar for K a derivation A 5 BC, where B Ij f and C % g. 
2. Parenthesis languages are NTS languages. It is shown in [ 111 that 
parenthesis languages can be generated by a backwards deterministic parenthesis 
grammar which is a canonical grammar for such a language. This canonical gram- 
mar is easily shown to be NTS. This is nearly proved, if not stated, in [ 111. 
3. Very simple languages are NTS languages. Recall that a very simple gram- 
mar is a grammar in Greibach normal form such that for each terminal letter x 
there is exactly one rule in G with x as the first letter of its right member, so that 
the letter x completely determines the rule. A language is very simple if it can be 
generated by such a grammar. These languages are known to be congruential [7]. 
Moreover, it is very easy to directly prove that any very simple grammar is NTS, so 
that we get the desired result. 
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4. Dyck sets are NTS languages. Given the usual Dyck alphabet 
z= {z,, z2 )...) Z”, z1 ) 2, )...) Zn} we can show that the grammar 
s+ss+zis5,+ 1 16i<n 
is NTS and generates the one-sided Dyck set DA*. Similarly, the grammar 
s+ss+zisz,+ziszi+ 1 Idi<!? 
is NTS and generates the two-sided Dyck set D,*. 
It can be remarked that the grammars proposed in [3] for so-called confluent 
and trivial systems are NTS, so that the “generalized Dyck sets” of [S] are NTS 
languages too. 
CLOSURE PROPERTIES. First, recall that it follows from the definition of an NTS 
grammar that the family of NTS languages is closed under reversal (see Sect. 1). 
PROPOSITION 4. The family of NTS languages is closed under intersection with 
regular sets. 
Proof First note that the usual construction using a finite state machine does 
not work here, clearly, two distinct variables of the resulting grammar can generate 
nondisjoint languages because there may exist a word f going from state q1 to q; 
and from state q2 to q;, However, a less usual construction can be used. Let 
G = (X, V, P) be a 6ITS grammar and K a regular set. We denote by M the finite 
syntactic monoid of K and build the grammar GM = (X, Vx M, P) as follows: if 
v+u~v,u~u2”’ uk _ I vkuk is a rule in P (k 2 0, v E I’, and u E X*) we build the rules 
(v? m)+%(vl~ ml) ul(v2? m2)“‘uk-l(vk~ mk) uk in P 
for all elements of M such that m= [uO] m,[uI] rn,... [ukpI] mk[uk], where 
[ui] denotes the syntactical class of ui (that is the element of M represent- 
ing ui). It is then easy (and classical) to prove that (v, m) 5 
f&,,ml)fi(v2~ m2kL-1(w%).L in G iff 
(1) v ~fovlfiwLIunfn in G 
(2) m= Cfol mICfil m2... UiIl m,Cf,l in M. 
From this, it follows that f E L(G,, (v, m)) iff f E L(G, v) and [f ] = m so that 
GM does generate L n K with an appropriate set of axioms. As it is not difficult to 
prove that if G is NTS, so is G,, and the announced result is proved. 
Remark. It may happen that a language L is congruential and deterministic but 
that there exists a regular set K such that L n K is not congruential. So, our result is 
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specific to NTS languages. Here is such an example (see [13] for the details). Over 
the alphabet {a, b, c, d} consider the defining relations 
a2cb2- acb bc-b ac-ca 
a2db4 - adb’ da-a bd- db 
[bab] = {fgh 1 f Ed*b, gE {a, c, d}*.a,h (b, c}*, igi,= i&h 
[aba]={fghIf~{a,d}*,gEb{b,c,d}*,hEuc+,2Ifl.=Igl,}. 
The union of these two classes is deterministic; its reversal too. When reduced to its 
words over {a, b}, we get (ba”b” I n 3 1 } u {unb2na 1 n 3 11, which is not congruen- 
tial. 
Clearly, the family of NTS languages cannot be closed under 
- Union: L = {anb” / n 2 1 } and L’ = { anbzn I n > 1 } are NTS languages and 
their union is not (it is neither deterministic nor congruential). 
- Homomorphism: otherwise, all the context-free languages would be NTS, 
because we know that DA* is NTS. 
- Right or left quotient: L = xa* u b*y u (x.fa”b”jy 1 n 2 1) is an NTS 
language, and x/L = a* u { fa”b”jy 1 n 2 1 } as well as L\ y = b* u { x%z”b”J 1 n b 1 } 
are not NTS languages. 
We come to some open problems. It should be noted that some of these were 
announced as results in [4]. However, the intended proofs are incorrect. So, we 
restate these as open problems. 
Conjecture 1. The family of NTS languages is closed under inverse morphism. 
As far as this question is concerned we may remark: 
1 - The family of NTS languages is closed under inverse alphabetical 
morphism (very easy). 
2 - The family of NTS languages is not closed under inverse gsm mapping. It 
is closed neither under marked union, product nor star. So, it fails to be any kind of 
AFDL [2], but could be a cylinder [2], that is, a family of languages closed under 
inverse morphism and intersection with regular sets. (The proofs of the above 
statements can be found in [13].) 
When dealing with open problems, the following question naturally arises; let us 
say that a grammar is pre-NTS if it meets the NTS condition for terminal words. 
Formally G  = (X, V, P) is a pre-NTS grammar if v 5 fuf’ and w li, u with fuf’ in 
X* implies that for any u’ in X* generated by w, we havefu’f’ is generated by V. 
This is equivalent to LR(G, v) = L(G, v) for any v in V. A language is pre-NTS if 
it can be generated by a pre-NTS grammar. 
Remark 1. An NTS grammar is pre-NTS. 
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Remark 2. A pre-NTS grammar may not be NTS; for instance, S -+ aS + bS + 1 
is such a grammar. 
What can be proved easily is the following: 
PROPOSITION 5. A pre-NTS language is congruential. 
(The proof of Proposition 1 still works here.) However, the following are open: 
Conjecture 2. A pre-NTS language is deterministic. 
The proof of Proposition 2 does not work any more. If we try to build the same 
kind of machine to recognize L, the trouble comes from the fact that reductions 
may appear which do not involve the rightmost letter of the buffer, so that we are 
unable to prove that the machine does recognizes L: essentially, point (2) of the 
proof given in Proposition 2 cannot be established. This conjecture would be true if 
the following were proved: 
Conjecture 3. Any pre-NTS language is NTS. 
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